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Businesses are more aware of governance than 
ever before and a Copyright Agency licence is 
considered a benchmark in meeting minimum 
operating requirements. This includes licences 
for sharing business intelligence, such as journal 
articles and reports, and bespoke licences for  
using artwork on merchandise.

Business Licensing
In the 2018-19 financial year, more than 100 companies purchased copyright 
licences for the first time, a growth of 10.5% on the previous year. Of those, 
licences sold to Australian councils have grown by 24%.

Leaders in the property sector, Multiplex and LendLease, also acquired licences.

Copyright Agency’s commercial licensing team has been closely engaged 
with regulatory managers in the health sector around the reuse of scientific 
literature, ensuring understanding of copyright obligations in a number of 
key areas and that an annual licence is an industry standard best practice.

The agency also produced a Copyright Governance Risk and Compliance 
Guide that explores the use of copyright works in a business context, 
explaining how this can give rise to operational and reputational risks, 
and proposing simple steps to help ensure an organisation is hitting 
a benchmark for copyright compliance. 

Education Licensing
Apart from the collective licence negotiated with the schools’ sector, 
agreements were also finalised with 79 new private education providers, 
including Foundation Education, Australian Institute of Personal Trainers, 
Endeavour College of Natural Health and ILSC Language Schools.

We also collaborated with music collecting societies APRA AMCOS, ARIA 
and PPCA to hold our first shared exhibition at the Early Childhood Australia 
Conference to promote awareness of the inter-society Early Childhood 
Education Copyright Licence. 

New multi-year agreements were also made nationwide with the TAFE 
sector, and a commitment was made to discuss new products, including 
offering our cloud-based course compiler, Flex, as part of the licence.

LICENSING AT WORK

Visual Arts Licensing
The Visual Arts team licensed everything from art on 
sneakers and miniature trains, to First Nations work 
being adapted for metallic screens on windows, 
to Picasso and Matisse works for ABC TV’s Play School 
Art Time. Licensing revenue grew by 20% in 2018–19.

Gorman and Mangkaja set benchmark

Over the past 10 years, fashion label Gorman has 
produced collections with more than 80 local and 
international contemporary artists, designers and 
creators, but until this year, it had not worked with 
Indigenous artists.

One of Australia’s most remote art centres, Mangkaja 
Arts Resource Agency in WA, approached Lisa Gorman 

to design a clothing collection using their artists, 
and the Copyright Agency negotiated a national 
benchmark in fashion licensing rights for the adaptation 
of the artists’ works.

Gorman founder and CEO, Lisa Gorman says, “I knew 
that (arts centre manager) Belinda Cook, at Mangkaja, 
held the interests of her artists at the forefront and 
that she would work to facilitate their goals within this 
project. Having an authority on Indigenous art, and a 
link between myself and the artists to negotiate the 
cultural elements of such a project, has made the 
collaboration possible. 

“On top of that, having a copyright licence agreement 
that ensured all was above board, fairly negotiated and 
documented, gave us all the confidence to proceed 
with the collaboration.”
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Top left: Artist Graham Toomey's Wiradjuri Dreaming was licensed for use on an NBN node. It's one of dozens of artworks the Copyright Agency has licensed to NBN Co's 
delivery partner, Downer. Photo: Arlette Martin. Bottom left: Artist Jakayu Biljabu is pictured in front of the window screen adapted from her licensed artwork Pitu, Kulilu at a remote 
medical clinic in the Western Desert. Photo courtesy of Kaunitz Yeung Architects/Brett Boardman. Top right: Fashion designer Lisa Gorman (right) with Domanique Hutchins who 
models a dress from the Mangkaja Collection. Copyright Agency licensed the works of five Western Australian Indigenous artists for the collection. Photo: Vassi Lena. 


